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US Legal Forms for Individuals

Searching for up-to-date legal templates can be a daunting task. Whether you are considering life planning, family matters, estate 

management, personal finances, or others, finding the right state-specific form for your particular use case can take hours out of your day. 

And even then, there is always a risk of picking an incorrect or outdated template.


Attempting to save time, you may consider buying a template online. However, most vendors charge at least $5-10 per document (and often 

much more), which is far from the best bargain you can get.


The US Legal Forms library allows you to avoid confusion, reduce financial risks, and completely eliminate time-consuming hassles when it 

comes to personal paperwork. The online  service is fast, reliable, cost-effective, and 100% stress-free.

Every form you need for your major life events

01 Vast online library of legal documents

Find over 85,000 legal forms and form packages in a single online 

service you can access from anywhere. The affidavits, power of 

attorneys, deeds, divorce agreements, living and last wills, real 

estate agreements, parenting consent letters, and other legal 

documents in the US Legal Forms library are prepared and regularly 

updated by professional lawyers. The templates are meticulously 

organized by state, so you can find the one you need in seconds. No 

need to buy each form separately. Download any form or form 

package and reuse it as many times as you need.

02 Easy-to-use online completion service

Save time and eliminate potential errors when filling out a Power of 

Attorney, Living/Last Will, or Health Care Directive with the US Legal 

Forms completion service. Just answer a sequence of questions on 

the US Legal Forms website, and your form will be filled out with the 

data you provide. A completed document will be delivered to your 

inbox so you can review and sign it.

03 Premium document management tools

The US Legal Forms Premium subscription grants you access to 

additional productivity tools. pdfFiller eliminates the pains of 

working with PDFs, allowing you to fill out, edit, and manage PDF 

forms from any device. With signNow, you can instantly sign 

documents and send them for eSignature to one or multiple 

recipients in a customizable order.

04 Experience and reliability

US Legal Forms has been on the market since 1997, serving over 2.5 

million satisfied users. Rated A+ by the BBB (Better Business 

Bureau), US Legal Forms is the industry leader when it comes to 

customer service and security.
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Complete an entire document 
cycle in three easy steps:

 Share your online patient intake form with a patient via a link or emai

 The patient completes the patient intake form online from home or at the clini

 When the patient submits a completed intake form, the healthcare provider gets a notificatio

 A new patient record is automatically created in Salesforce without the need to manually enter patient data

Please note: US Legal Forms is not liable for incorrect, incomplete, or false data provided by 
users. Please make sure to enter correct and relevant information when using the US Legal 
Forms completion service.

Deal with your personal paperwork in five easy steps:

1 Find a state-specific or federal form in the US Legal Forms library.

2 If your form is in DOC/DOCX format, fill it out directly in the US Legal Forms editor. To complete PDF 

forms in seconds, use pdfFiller. Alternatively, take advantage of the US Legal Forms completion service 

for Last Will, Living Will, Power of Attorney, and Health Care Directive.

3 Add your legally-binding eSignature to the completed document and send it for signing in a role-based 

order via signNow.

4 Receive a signed copy in your email inbox.

5 Consider notarizing your personal legal documents online using the Notarize service.

Top-5 most popular personal form packages in the 
US Legal Forms library:

Life Documents Planning Package, including Will, Power o Real Estate Home Sales Package with Offer t

Residential Landlord-Tenant Rental Lease Forms an Summary Administration Package - Small Estates 

General Durable Power of Attorney for Property an
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What are users saying about US Legal Forms?

“The templates available in the online library make 

preparing simple forms easy and inexpensive for 

both individuals and businesses.”

Lynn Taylor, individual user, US

“Great value! Lots of forms of all types to choose 

from. I can usually find a form to use as a template, 

and it has saved me hundreds of hours of drafting.”

Joanna Pierce, individual user, US

“I couldn't believe you have every form for 

everything.”

Randy Carson, individual user, US

“Finding the right form is always a challenge. US 

Legal Forms makes this task a lot simpler.”

Leighton, individual user, US
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